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12.1 Introduction
Session establishment in an all-optical network involves two kinds of decisions:

1. The selection of a route, or sequence of hops, that the session must
traverse

2. For each hop along the route and according to the wavelength con-
version capability of the corresponding switching node, the selection
of a wavelength on which the session will be carried for that hop

This chapter describes schemes for adaptive routing and for adaptive
wavelength assignment in an all-optical network, and examines the improve-
ments these two kinds of adaptivity can offer on performance. For the spe-
cific adaptive routing scheme that we examine, we demonstrate that, for the
hypercube and torus topologies considered, providing (at most) one alter-
nate link at every hop gives a per-wavelength throughput that is close to
that achieved by oblivious routing with twice the number of wavelengths
per link. Also, we examine the effect of limited wavelength conversion in
network performance and find that limited conversion to only one or two
adjacent wavelengths can provide a considerable fraction of the improve-
ment that full-wavelength conversion provides over no-wavelength conver-
sion. These results clearly emphasize the need for network designers to
investigate the tradeoffs between wavelength conversion, routing flexibility,
and hardware cost when designing future optical networks.

The recent advances in fiber-optic technology are strongly affecting our
everyday life and habits leading the way to the so-called “information tech-
nology society.” The ever-increasing demand for bandwidth dictates imper-
atively the use of techniques and protocols that can optimally exploit the
fiber’s potential capabilities. One of the most promising technologies in this
direction is wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), which is the current
favorite multiplexing technology for long-haul communications in optical
communication networks.1 WDM divides the huge fiber’s bandwidth (about
50Tbps) into many nonoverlapping WDM channels, each corresponding to
a different wavelength (so as not to interfere with one another). With each
WDM channel assigned to a different communication channel operating at
(potentially) peak electronic rate (e.g., 10Gbps), WDM manages to accom-
modate multiple communication channels from different users (with dissim-
ilar data formats) in parallel using the same fiber.

Emerging wide-area-networks that employ WDM are capable of switch-
ing data entirely in the optical domain by means of optical wavelength
routing switches (WRSs) or wavelength selective cross-connects (WSXCs).
In this way, all-optical connections, or lightpaths, which may span multiple
fiber links, can be established across a network without undergoing any
intermediate optical-to-electronic-to-optical (O-E-O) conversion. Figure 12.1
illustrates a wavelength-routed optical WDM network consisting of a set of
nodes and a set of links. The network nodes can be either optical switching
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nodes or access nodes, while the links that join the nodes can be either
inter-nodal links (connecting optical switching nodes, set in bold in Figure
12.1) or access links (connecting the access nodes to the optical network
switches). The access nodes provide the necessary electronic-to-optical (and
vice versa) conversion to interface the optical network to the conventional
networks; they are connected to the optical network switches at a specific
input fiber and wavelength. If a different wavelength is required, then wave-
length conversion has to be used; the same is true for the traffic absorbed
by an access station. Lightpaths can be established in this network between
pairs of access nodes on different wavelengths.

A unidirectional lightlink between two switches is a specific wavelength
within a specific link. A lightpath in an optical network is considered as a
sequence of unidirectional lightlinks from a starting node s to a terminating
node d. A lightpath consists of a specific wavelength of the input fiber in
switch s, a specific wavelength of the output fiber in d, and the intermediate
lightlinks that are used to connect the intermediate switches. The physical
length of a lightlink is defined as the length of the corresponding fiber. The
amplifier length of a lightlink is the number of amplifiers on the lightlink. The
physical and the amplifier length of a lightpath are defined as the sums of
the corresponding physical and the amplifier lengths of the lightlinks that

Figure 12.1 A wavelength-routed optical WDM network including optical switching
nodes and access nodes. Lightpaths are established between pairs of access nodes
on different wavelengths. 
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comprise it. Dispersion and other factors pose an upper limit on the maxi-
mum allowable physical length of a lightpath. An upper limit also exists on
the amplifier length of a lightpath (before undergoing O-E-O conversion).
Note that the amplifier length of a lightpath is usually proportional to its
physical length (because amplifiers are usually placed at equal distance), in
which case the two types of constraints could be treated as one.

An optical switching device can be equipped, apart from amplifiers, with
wavelength-conversion facilities, which enable switching data from a wave-
length li on an incoming link to a wavelength lj (j ? i) on an outgoing link.
This conversion may be required for a connection arriving from some optical
node that is switched to some other optical node (continuing connection),
for a connection arriving from an access node (originating connection), or
for a connection switched to an access node (terminating connection). In this
context, we distinguish three classes of wavelength routing switches:

1. Switches with full-wavelength conversion capability, which can
switch an incoming wavelength to any outgoing wavelength

2. Switches with limited-wavelength conversion capability, which can
switch an incoming wavelength to a subset of the outgoing wave-
lengths

3. Switches with no-wavelength conversion capability, which can
switch each incoming wavelength only to the same outgoing wave-
length.

In the last case, a lightpath is required to occupy the same wavelength on
each fiber link along its path in the network, a restriction known as the
wavelength-continuity constraint, which increases the probability of call block-
ing. At each node, there is an upper limit on the number of O-E-O conver-
sions that can be performed at that node. If wavelength conversion is also
performed using O-E-O conversion (as opposed to using all-optical wave-
length converters), then there is a single constraint for the total number of
O-E-O conversions and wavelength conversions that can be performed at
that node.

Full-wavelength conversion has been extensively studied and,
although it has been shown to dramatically decrease the blocking proba-
bility and improve network performance,7,8,11 it is not often feasible to
provide such a capability to all the optical switches of a network, due to
technological and financial limitations; wavelength conversion technology
is still immature and expensive. These restrictions led researchers to some
more practical alternatives: sparse and limited wavelength conversion. In
sparse conversion, only a few of the switches have (full) conversion capa-
bilities and, in this case, the objective is to minimize the number of such
switches. Subramaniam et al. demonstrated that no significant degradation
occurs in network performance when sparse — instead of full — wave-
length conversion is employed.19 In limited conversion, on the other hand,
each switch provides wavelength conversion but with limited capabilities.
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For example, in k-adjacent wavelength switching, an incoming wavelength
can be translated only to a subset (called the feasible wavelength set) con-
sisting of k of the W outgoing wavelengths (i.e., to k - 1 wavelengths in
addition to itself). Limited conversion has received particular attention:
Yates et al. presented a simple, approximate probabilistic analysis for single
paths in isolation;20 Ramaswami and Sasaki provided a non-probabilistic
analysis for ring networks and, under certain restrictions, for tree networks
and networks of arbitrary topology;21 while Wauters and Demeester pro-
vided new upper bounds on the wavelength requirements for a WDM
network under a static model of the network load.22

In an all-optical WDM network, connection establishment for a session
involves two phases:

1. The selection of a route or sequence of hops the session must traverse
2. For each hop along the route and according to the wavelength con-

version capability of the corresponding switching node, the selection
of a wavelength on which the session will be carried for that hop

The path of a session is the sequence of link-wavelength pairs traversed
by it. Path selection, therefore, involves routing and wavelength assignment,
both of which may be either oblivious or adaptive. In oblivious (or static)
routing, the route is selected at the source and is independent of the state
(loading or congestion) of the network, while in adaptive (or dynamic)
routing, the route is selected either at the source or on a hop-by-hop basis,
based on the state of the network at the time of connection establishment.

Two well-known examples of static routing algorithms are fixed routing
and fixed-alternate routing. In fixed routing, a single fixed path is predeter-
mined for each source-destination pair, and a connection request is blocked
if the associated path is not available. In fixed-alternate routing, a fixed set
of predetermined paths is assigned to each source-destination pair. When a
connection request arrives at a node, the set of predetermined paths is
searched according to some policy (e.g., in fixed or adaptive order) to select
an available path. Though static algorithms are much simpler to implement
than adaptive routing schemes, they can lead to high blocking probabilities
for connection requests.

In adaptive routing schemes, on the other hand, the path for a
source-destination pair is selected dynamically by taking into account the
network state, thus resulting in lower connection blocking probabilities. One
form of adaptive routing is adaptive least-cost-path routing based on global
network state information, in which every link is assigned a cost (based, for
example, on wavelength availability) and, upon arrival of a connection
request, a least-cost routing algorithm determines the path for the given
source-destination pair. This scheme may be implemented in either a cen-
tralized or a distributed manner.2 In the former version, a centralized entity
maintains global network state information and establishes lightpaths in
response to connection requests. In the distributed version, two common
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approaches are used: the link-state approach, where each node in the network
maintains global network state information and, therefore, can find suitable
routes for connection requests in a distributed manner;3 and the distance-vec-
tor approach, where each node maintains a routing table that only indicates,
for each destination and on each wavelength, the next hop to the destination
and the distance to the destination.4 A disadvantage of all the preceding
adaptive routing schemes is the need for continuous network updates of the
routing tables at each node, whenever network changes take place, which
results in a significant increase in control overhead and a requirement for
elaborate control and management protocols. Therefore, global knowl-
edge-based adaptive routing schemes are mostly used in networks where
lightpaths are quite static and do not change much with time.2

An important type of adaptive routing is deflection routing. Deflection
routing protocols have previously been analyzed by several researchers
under a variety of assumptions on the underlying network topology, and
have been shown to perform outstandingly in many cases due to their low
overhead and high adaptivity.23, 25–33 The deflection routing schemes pro-
posed to date, however, are based on packet-by-packet (datagram) deflec-
tions, and may be inappropriate for high-speed networks due to their exces-
sive per-packet processing requirements, the loss of packet order, etc. Thus,
this chapter concentrates on a form of deflection routing called the virtual
circuit deflection (VCD) protocol, first proposed in Varvarigos and Lang,
which performs deflections on a per-session (virtual circuit) basis.17 VCD
protocol is a hybrid of virtual circuit switching and deflection routing, com-
bining some of their individual advantages. It alleviates to a large extent
many of the problems of previous datagram deflections schemes, while its
small buffer requirements make it particularly appropriate for high-speed
networks that use optical switching.

The VCD scheme examined in this chapter is a virtual circuit switching
protocol of the tell-and-go variety, where data starts being transmitted
shortly after the setup packet of a session is sent. In this scheme, the
intermediate links (and wavelengths) of a path are determined dynamically
on a hop-by-hop (instead of end-to-end) basis, depending on link (and
wavelength) utilization. At each node, an outgoing link is selected from
among the subset of outgoing links that lie on a shortest route to the
destination. If wavelength resources are unavailable on the chosen link, an
alternate link lying on the shortest route to the destination is tried; we then
say that the session is deflected. This process continues until either an
available link is found or all the alternate links have been examined. Hence,
routing-table updates in the network are not needed, and control overhead
is greatly reduced.

Wavelength assignment usually does not take place in parallel with the
selection of the links of the path, as we assume it happens with the VCD
scheme; instead, once a route has been selected for a source-destination pair,
a wavelength assignment algorithm assigns suitable wavelengths to each
link of the route, so that any two lightpaths sharing the same physical link
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are assigned different wavelengths. In the static case (i.e., when the lightpaths
that are to be set up are known in advance), and under the wavelength
continuity constraint discussed before, wavelength assignment reduces to
the graph-coloring problem, which is known to be NP-complete. Heuristic
methods (such as random assignment, first-fit, least-used assignment, etc.)
are usually employed to assign wavelengths to lightpaths. For a review of
these methods and for performance comparison in terms of connection
blocking, see Zang et al.5

The design of efficient routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) algo-
rithms in all-optical networks has been the objective of many research initi-
atives. Karasan and Ayanoglu analyzed the first-fit wavelength assignment
strategy in a network with no-wavelength conversion and fixed shortest-hop
routing.14 They also proposed an adaptive RWA algorithm and evaluated its
performance via simulations. Mokhtar and Azizoglu also proposed several
adaptive RWA algorithms for networks with no-wavelength conversion;
they also analyzed oblivious alternate routing using a fixed-order wave-
length search.15 Harai et al. analyzed oblivious alternate routing with fixed
wavelength assignment and no-wavelength conversion.16 Harai et al. also
analyzed oblivious alternate routing with various wavelength assignment
schemes for networks with limited wavelength conversion.10 All these algo-
rithms, however, require information on global wavelength utilization,
assuming either a periodic exchange of such information15 or a centralized
network controller.14,16

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 12.2
describes the virtual circuit deflection (VCD) scheme and shows how it can
be combined with other techniques to improve network performance. Sec-
tion 12.3 presents analytical results for oblivious and adaptive routing and
wavelength assignment in the torus and hypercube networks with full-wave-
length conversion. Section 12.4 focuses on the simulation results obtained
for the VCD scheme; furthermore, we examine the effects of wavelength
conversion in network performance as well as present performance results
for the VCD protocol, focusing mainly on the adaptivity VCD can exhibit.
Also, some interesting design options when building an all-optical network
are discussed, and Section 12.5 concludes the chapter.

12.2 Virtual circuit deflection (VCD): an adaptive 
routing scheme

This section describes a specific adaptive routing scheme — VCD. We assume
that connection requests are generated at the source nodes with a specified
destination and bandwidth requirement (number of wavelengths required).
A source node tries to accommodate each request by choosing one of its
outgoing links that lies on a shortest route to the destination (according to
a static routing table, which is held at each  node* and is based on the
[possibly outdated] network topology). If the chosen link does not have the
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wavelength resources required for the connection, an alternate link laying
on the shortest route to the destination is tried (deflection) until either an
available link is found or all the alternate links have been examined. After
determining an outgoing link, a setup packet is transmitted to the next node
of the path to set the routing tables and reserve resources at intermediate
nodes. At each hop, the setup packet randomly selects a wavelength from
among the available wavelengths of a link and, if it is successful in estab-
lishing a connection, the wavelengths required by the session are reserved
for the session duration; otherwise, the session is randomly assigned a new
time at which to try. The setup packet is thus forwarded hop-to-hop and is
followed after a short delay by the data packets. If the setup packet is
successful in reserving resources on all the links on the path to the destination
without deflection, the VCD scheme looks like the usual (forward) reserva-
tion protocols, with the difference that the reservation (setup) phase and the
transmission phase overlap in time.

In a large mesh, most intermediate nodes have two outgoing links lying
on a shortest route. In a hypercube, i outgoing links are lying on a shortest
route when the packet is at a distance i from its destination. The number of
alternate links that lie on a shortest route to the destination may change as
the setup packet progresses toward its destination. Furthermore, a limit on
the number of alternate links that are examined could be used to reduce
further congestion or the processing overhead at an intermediate node. We
let l be the number of outgoing links that a session may try at each hop,
which we refer to as the routing flexibility. The number of feasible outgoing
links at a node t is given by min(l, nt,d), where nt,d is the number of outgoing
links at node t that lie on a shortest route to the destination d. Therefore, if
the capacity of each link is divided in k wavelengths, a session currently at
node t will be blocked and scheduled to retry only if all of the k wavelengths
on each of its feasible outgoing links are unavailable.

It is possible for sessions to be deflected such that the paths contain
loops. This may arise after a series of deflections or if a setup packet is
deflected immediately to the previously visited node. In either case, the
resources reserved in the loop are inefficiently used and it is desirable to
remove the loop; however, unless the setup packet visits the intermediate
node for the second time prior to the arrival of the first data packet, it is
unclear whether the added protocol complexity associated with removing
the loop outweighs the efficiency benefits.

Allowing sessions to follow very long paths can waste network
resources, increasing the probability that future sessions will be blocked or
forced to take even longer paths. To avoid the waste that occurs when a
session follows a very long path due to deflections, we may request that a
session is dropped when the setup packet has traveled more than H hops
without reaching its destination. The parameter H can be chosen to be equal
to a multiple (e.g., two or three times) of the shortest distance between the
source and the destination of the session, and it may also be dependent on
the current congestion in the network. A session that has undergone too
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many deflections is dropped by transmitting a control packet to the source,
requesting it to cease transmitting new packets. . Data packets sent prior to
the arrival of the control packet at the source can either be dropped or
allowed to remain in the network until they reach their destination (possibly
over a very long path), while the remaining data is sent later, over a different
path, by the source.

The time gap between the transmission of the setup packet and the
transmission of the first data packet from a source is chosen to be equal to
the maximum number of hops H allowed for the particular session times
the processing time of a setup packet at a node. In other words, the gap must
be at least as large as the minimum time by which the connection setup
phase and the data transmission phase should be separated in order to ensure
that data packets do not overpass the setup packet.

12.2.1 Comparison with wait-for-reservation and tell-and-go 
protocols

A sizable portion of the traffic in future multi-gigabit networks will involve
the high-speed transfer of massive amounts of data at nearly constant rates,
and will require guaranteed lossless delivery and explicit resource reserva-
tion (e.g., the constant-bit rate class of asynchronous transfer method (ATM)
traffic). Most of the connection control protocols designed to deal with this
type of traffic use explicit reservations prior to the transmission of any data.
Because a source has to wait for an acknowledgment from the destination
in such protocols before it can transmit any data packets, we refer to them
as wait-for-reservation virtual circuit (WRVC) protocols. WRVC protocols
tend to be inefficient in terms of link utilization because network resources
are reserved for more time than a session requires. Furthermore, the
pre-transmission delay required for the setup phase is often significant com-
pared with the delay requirements of the session and unwarranted if the
network load is light.

For sessions in which the round-trip pre-transmission delay is not
acceptable, tell-and-go protocols are more appropriate. In such protocols, the
setup packet is followed after a short delay by the data packets, achieving
in this way a pipelining between the setup phase and the data transmission
phase as well as reducing the pre-transmission delay to the minimum pos-
sible. If the available resources found by the setup packet at an intermediate
node are not adequate to accommodate the session, the excess data packets
are usually buffered at the node, and backpressure35 is exercised to upstream
nodes to control the source transmission rate. The VCD scheme avoids the
difficulties associated with wait-for-reservation and backpressure-based pro-
tocols, and can ensure lossless communication with little buffering and a
small pre-transmission delay.17 Because link wavelength resources are
reserved for a duration that is slightly larger than the holding time of a
session and are available for the remaining time, VCD has an efficiency
advantage over WRVC protocols. This is particularly important for
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high-speed networks where propagation times are often large compared
with the typical holding time of sessions.

12.3 Performance analysis: flexibility in routing vs. 
flexibility in wavelength assignment

This section presents analytical results for oblivious and adaptive routing
and wavelength assignment in the torus and hypercube networks with
full-wavelength conversion. Our choice of the torus and hypercube topol-
ogies reflects our interest in analyzing two popular topologies with very
different characteristics. The torus is a sparse topology with a small (fixed)
node degree and rather large diameter, while the hypercube is a dense
topology, with a node degree and diameter that increase logarithmically
with the number of nodes. The results are based on the analysis found in
Lang et al., where the reader is referred for a more in-depth study.6 The
analytical results apply to regular, all-optical networks with full-wave-
length conversion. These results hold for any vertex and edge-symmetric
topology and, with modifications, to any vertex symmetric (but not
edge-symmetric) topology.

We assume a distributed network model where the routing decision
is made locally at each node, using information only about the state of
each node’s outgoing links and wavelengths. Also, we do not require that
the alternate paths between a source-destination pair be link disjoint,15,16

instead allowing links (and wavelengths) to overlap between alternate
paths. In the network model considered, new sessions with uniformly
distributed over all nodes destinations arrive independently at each node
of the network according to a Poisson process. The capacity of each link
is divided into k wavelengths, and each node has full-wavelength conver-
sion capability. An outgoing link of a node with k wavelengths per link
is modeled by an auxiliary M/M/k/k queuing system. Using the occupancy
distribution of this system, a closed-form expression for the probability
Psucc of successfully establishing a circuit can be produced without the
need to use the link independence blocking assumption, but instead by
taking into account partially the dependence between the acquisition of
successive wavelengths on the path followed by a session. The analysis
presented is general, computationally inexpensive, and scales easily for
larger network sizes and arbitrary k. It applies to both oblivious and
adaptive routing, and applies equally well to multi-fiber networks with
no-wavelength conversion.6

We examine how the extent of improvement in achievable throughput
for a fixed Psucc depends on the number of wavelengths k per link and on the
number of links l that may be tried at each hop. This is important because
it impacts on the cost and the complexity of the switch. Increasing the
routing flexibility l increases the switch complexity and delay. Similarly, with
full-wavelength conversion, increasing the number of wavelengths k per
link increases hardware complexity and may be difficult to realize with
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current technology. We find that although the throughput per wavelength
increases superlinearly with k, the incremental gain in throughput per
wavelength (for a fixed Psucc) saturates rather quickly to a linear increase.
We also see that when the routing flexibility l is varied, the largest incre-
mental gain in throughput per wavelength occurs when l is increased from
one to two. We also compare the performance obtainable with a certain
number of wavelengths k with that obtainable with a certain routing flex-
ibility l. For the torus and hypercube topologies, we find that for a fixed
Psucc, a system with k wavelengths per link and only one alternate choice
of an outgoing link (i.e., l = 2) gives a per-wavelength throughput that is
close to that achieved by a system using oblivious routing with 2k wave-
lengths per link, with only a small additional improvement as l is increased
further. The preceding observations imply several interesting alternatives
for the provisioning and expansion of all-optical networks, some of which
we discuss in Section 12.4.

12.3.1 Torus networks

We consider the p ¥ p torus network, which consists of N = p2 nodes arranged
along the points of a two-dimensional (2-D) grid with integer coordinates,
with p nodes along each dimension. Two nodes (x1, x2) and (y1, y2) are
connected by a bidirectional link if and only if, for some i = 1, 2, we have
(x1 - yi) mod p = 1 and xj = yj for j ? i. In addition to these links, wraparound
links connecting node (x1, 1) with node (x1, p), and node (1, x2) with node
(p, x2), are also present.

In oblivious routing with full-wavelength conversion, the route followed
by a session is chosen at the source and is independent of the state of the
links. In this case, a session is blocked and scheduled to retry only if all
wavelengths on the desired outgoing link are unavailable, where we assume
that a setup packet selects the outgoing wavelength from among the avail-
able wavelengths on the link with equal probability. We consider an X - Y
routing scheme where a session follows a shortest route to its destination,
first traversing all the links in one dimension (horizontal or vertical) and
then traversing all the links in the other dimension (vertical or horizontal);
the first dimension is selected as random at the source. For uniformly dis-
tributed destinations, the average probability of success for a new session
can be calculated to be:

(12.1)
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where d = a0/(p2 – 1), a0 expresses the probability that a wavelength is
available on the outgoing link of the originating node of the session, and a1

and a2 express the probability that a wavelength is available on an outgoing
link at a transit node of the path, given that a wavelength was available on
an incoming link of that node.

In adaptive VCD routing, a link is selected at random, at each hop, from
among all the outgoing links that lie on a shortest route to the destination;
if all the wavelengths on the chosen link are unavailable, an alternate link
lying on the shortest route to the destination is tried. This process continues
until either an available link is found or all the alternate links have been
examined. For the torus network, there are at most two outgoing links at a
node that lie on a shortest route to the destination. For uniformly distributed
destinations, the average probability of success for a new session Psucc can be
calculated to be:

(12.2)

where Psucc(i) is defined as:

(12.3)
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where a0(i), i = 1, 2 expresses the probability that at least one wavelength
on i = min(l, ns,d) outgoing links at the origin is available, and a1(i), i = 1, 2
expresses the probability that, at each transit node t, a wavelength is available
on one of i = min(l, nt,d) alternate outgoing links, given that a wavelength
was available on an incoming link of that node.

12.3.2 Hypercube networks

This section considers the 2r-node hypercube network, where each node can
be represented by a binary string (x1, x2, …, xr), and two nodes are connected
via a bidirectional link if their binary representations differ in only one bit.

In oblivious routing, where a shortest route is chosen at random at the
source, and for uniformly distributed destinations, the average probability
of success for a new session can be calculated to be:

(12.4)

where a0 and a1 are as defined in Eq. (12.1).
In adaptive VCD routing we note that in the hypercube network, a node

that is i hops away from the destination has i outgoing links lying along a
shortest route to the destination. We let l, l = r, be the maximum number of
outgoing links that may be tried at any hop. Assuming the source is at a
distance i hops from its destination, the probability of successfully establish-
ing a connection is given by:

(12.5)

where a0 (min(l, i)), i = 1, …, r and a1(min(l, j)), j = 1,.., r are as defined in
Eq. (12.3). Then, the probability Psucc can be found using Eq. (12.4).

12.4 Simulation results
Before we examine the simulation results for the VCD scheme and compare
them with the analytical results presented in Section 12.3, it is worth turning
our attention first to the effects of a number of parameters on the perfor-
mance of the network under study.

First, we examine the effect of wavelength conversion in network per-
formance, considering the torus network with oblivious routing and in three
different cases:

1. No-wavelength conversion (or 1-adjacent wavelength switching)
2. Limited-wavelength conversion using k–adjacent wavelength

switching, where k = 2, 3
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3. Full-wavelength conversion (or W-adjacent wavelength switching) in
a WDM network with W wavelengths per link.

We note that full-wavelength conversion provides the best achievable
performance (in terms of the realizable probability of success for a given
arrival rate per wavelength or in terms of the realizable throughput per
wavelength for a given probability of success) for a given number of wave-
lengths W per link. When no-wavelength conversion is used, the different
wavelengths on a link do not interact with one another. Thus, an all-optical
network with W wavelengths per fiber is essentially equivalent to W disjoint
single-wavelength networks operating in parallel. To obtain the probability
of success in this special case, it is therefore enough to focus attention on
any one of the W independent parallel networks, for which the analysis
given in Sharma applies.34

We define the degree of conversion d of a k-adjacent wavelength switch-
ing system with W wavelengths per fiber to be

Thus, d = 100% corresponds to the case of full-wavelength conversion
(or W-adjacent wavelength switching), while d = 0% corresponds to the case
of no-wavelength conversion (or 1-adjacent wavelength switching).

We define Psucc(l, k) to be the probability of success in a k-adjacent
wavelength switching system when the arrival rate l per node per wave-
length is equal to v/W; and we define l(Psucc, k) to be the throughput per
node per wavelength of a k-adjacent wavelength switching system, when
the probability of success is equal to Psucc. To quantify the performance of
limited wavelength conversion vs. full- or no-wavelength conversion, we
also define the throughput efficiency l(Psucc, k) of a k-adjacent wave-
length-switching scheme, with W wavelengths per fiber, for a given proba-
bility of success Psucc, to be:

and the success efficiencyPsucc(l, k) of a k-adjacent wavelength switching sys-
tem, for a given arrival rate per node per wavelength l, to be:

The throughput and success efficiencies represent the degree of
improvement (over no-wavelength conversion) in the throughput and in
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the probability of success respectively, which is obtained when limited
wavelength conversion with k-adjacent wavelength switching is used, as a
percentage of the improvement obtained when full-wavelength conversion
is used. For k = W (full-wavelength conversion), we get l(Psucc, k) = 100%
and Psucc(l, k) = 100%, while for k = 1 (no-wavelength conversion), we get
l(Psucc, k) = 0% and Psucc(l, k) = 0% (no improvement).

In Figure 12.2, we present performance results for the probability of
success Psucc plotted vs. the arrival rate per node per wavelength l = v/
W when limited wavelength conversion to only one or two additional
wavelengths (i.e., k = 2, 3) is permitted. The results depicted here were
obtained using the analysis presented in Sharma and Varvarigos, and
Sharma.9,34 Observe that limited conversion to only one or two adjacent
wavelengths provides a considerable fraction of the improvement that
full-wavelength conversion provides over no-wavelength conversion.
These benefits are summarized in Table 12.1, where we illustrate the
throughput and success efficiencies for a p ¥ p torus (p = 11) for a few
selected points.

Figure 12.2 Success probability Psucc vs. the arrival rate per wavelength l, for a p ¥ p
torus (p = 11), for W = 8 wavelengths per link.

Table 12.1Table 12.1 Quantifying the Benefits Obtained with Limited 
Wavelength Conversion when K = 2, 3

p W ?Psucc(0.25, 2) ?Psucc(0.25, 3) ?l(0.7, 2) ?l (0.7, 3)

11 5 51% 86% 61% 87%
11 20 47% 79% 49% 76%
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Also, the benefits of wavelength conversion diminish as the extent of
conversion k increases and, eventually, appear to saturate. We see, there-
fore, that limited conversion of small range (i.e., k = 2 or 3) gives most of
the benefits obtained by full-wavelength conversion, where k = W. For
instance, in Figure 12.3, which also illustrates the network performance
for k = W = 20 wavelengths, increasing the extent of conversion k beyond
some value leads to diminishing returns. Similar remarks regarding the
effects of the extent of wavelength conversion also apply in the case of
hypercube networks, using either descending dimensions switches or
crossbar switches.9,34

Next, we present performance results for the VCD protocol, focusing
mainly on the adaptivity that VCD can exhibit. The results are obtained from
Varvarigos and Lang, where a Manhattan street (MS) network topology is
considered.17 The MS network is a two-connected regular mesh network with
unidirectional communication links, which has been analyzed extensively
in the literature for datagram deflection schemes due to its regularity and
symmetry properties.24,26,30,31 The MS X ¥ Y -dimensional wraparound mesh
consists of N = XY processors arranged along the points of a 2-D space that
have integer coordinates. X processors exist along the x-dimension, and Y
processors exist along the y-dimension, where X and Y are even numbers.
Each processor has two outgoing links, one horizontal and one vertical. The
horizontal links are directed eastward on even rows and westward on odd
rows, while the vertical links are directed northward on even columns and
southward on odd columns. Each processor is represented by a pair (x, y)
with 0 £ x £ X – 1 and 0 £ y £ Y – 1.

Figure 12.3 Success probability Psucc vs. the arrival rate per wavelength l, for a p ¥ p
torus (p = 11), for W = 20 wavelengths per link.
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A natural measure of the performance of the VCD protocol is the ineffi-
ciency ratio h(l), defined as the ratio

of the average path length D(l) taken by a session for a given arrival rate ,
over the average shortest-path length D(0) of the MS network topology. The
inefficiency ratio characterizes the effectiveness with which the VCD proto-
col uses the network bandwidth for a given network load. In Figures 12.4
and 12.5, we illustrate the blocking probability B (the probability that a
session attempting to establish a connection is blocked at its first hop) and
the inefficiency ratio h(l), as a function of the normalized arrival rate per
unit of link capacity l/m, for an 8 ¥ 8 MS network. In fact, m in this case can
be viewed as the number of sessions or channels that can simultaneously
use a link and hence, m provides a measure of the adaptivity of VCD. The
dashed lines in these figures highlight the stability boundary (points to the
left of the boundary belong to the stable region), where the stable region is
defined as the region where the connection request queue remains finite;
stability is not directly related to B, and it is possible to have B considerably
less than one and still be in the unstable region. From Figures 12.4 and 12.5,

Figure 12.4 Performance results for the VCD protocol, illustrating the blocking prob-
ability B as a function of the normalized arrival rate per unit of link capacity l/m for
an 8 ¥ 8 MS network and several values of m. The dashed lines correspond to the
stability boundary.
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it is evident that when link capacity m is large (i.e., more channels can
simultaneously use the link and, therefore VCD adaptivity is enhanced), the
efficiency of the VCD protocol increases significantly. For example, for m =
20, the blocking probability B is always less than 0.4 and the lengths of the
paths taken are, on the average, within 5% from the shortest path length for
any value of the external arrival rate l.

Now we will focus on the effect of full-wavelength conversion on obliv-
ious and adaptive routing. In Figures 12.6 and 12.7, we present the success
probability Psucc predicted by the analytical results in Section 12.3 vs. the
results obtained from simulations for oblivious routing in the hypercube and
torus networks, respectively; Figures 12.8 and 12.9 present the respective
results for adaptive VCD routing. We observe that in all the figures, close
agreement exists between the simulations and the analytically predicted
values over the entire range of applicable input rates.21 Despite its accuracy,
the presented analysis is considerably simpler than the analyses available in
the literature and its computational requirements are modest, allowing it to
scale easily for large k.

To compare the performance of systems with varying k and l, we define
the incremental per-wavelength throughput gain l(k1, l1; k2, l2) of a system with
k2 wavelengths and a choice of l2 links per hop, over a system with k1 wave-
lengths and a choice of l1 links per hop, for a given Psucc, to be:

Figure 12.5 Performance results for the VCD protocol, illustrating the inefficiency
ratio h(l) as a function of the normalized arrival rate per unit of link capacity l/m,
for an 8 ¥ 8 MS network and several values of m. The dashed lines correspond to
the stability boundary.
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Figure 12.6 Analytical and simulation results for Psucc vs. the arrival rate per wave-
length l/k, for a26-node hypercube network, using oblivious routing.

Figure 12.7 Analytical and simulation results for Psucc vs. the arrival rate per wave-
length l/k, for an11 ¥ 11 torus network, using oblivious (X-Y) routing.
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Figure 12.8 Analytical and simulation results for Psucc vs. the arrival rate per
wavelength l/k, for an 11 ¥ 11 torus hypercube network, using adaptive VCD
routing.

Figure 12.9 Analytical and simulation results for Psucc vs. the arrival rate per wave-
length l/k, for a26-node hypercube network, using adaptive VCD routing.
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(12.6)

where l(Psucc, k, l) is the throughput per node per wavelength in a system
with k wavelengths and routing flexibility l, when the probability of success
is equal to Psucc.

We also define the incremental probability of success gain Psucc(k1, l1; k2, l2)
of a system with k2 wavelengths and a choice of l2 links per hop, over a system
with k1 wavelengths and a choice of l1 links per hop, for a given l/k, to be:

(12.7)

where Psucc(l, k, l) is the probability of success in a system with k wavelengths
and routing flexibility l, when the probability of success is equal to l/k.

The throughput and probability of success gains measure the degree of
improvement that a full-wavelength conversion system with k2 wavelengths
and a choice of l2 outgoing links per hop provides over a similar system with
k1 wavelengths and a choice of l1 links per hop.

In Figures 12.10 and 12.11, we illustrate the analytically predicted prob-
ability of success Psucc vs. the arrival rate per wavelength l/k, for k ranging
from 1 to 16, for the torus and hypercube networks, respectively.

As can be seen from Figures 12.10 and 12.11, for a given Psucc and fixed
l, the throughput per wavelength increases with increasing k. In other words,
the throughput per link (and the network throughput) increases superlin-
early with k. The linear part of the increase in throughput is because of the
increase in capacity, while the superlinear part of the increase is due to more
efficient use of that capacity because of the greater flexibility in establishing
a circuit when a larger number of wavelengths is available. The incremental
gain in achievable throughput per wavelength for a given l, l(k1, l; k2, l),
however, decreases rapidly with increasing k. This result holds for both
oblivious and adaptive VCD routing, and is in agreement with the results
for oblivious routing presented in Sharma and Varvarigos, and Koch.9,18

Similarly, the incremental throughput gain for a given k, l(k, l1; k, l2),
decreases rapidly with increasing l. If we fix l1 and l2, and increase k, the
incremental gain decreases, suggesting that the performance improvement
for adaptive VCD routing is tightly coupled with the number of wavelengths,
and that the benefits of alternate routing are not as significant when the
number of wavelengths k is large.

Another interesting feature of adaptive VCD routing in networks with
full-wavelength conversion is that the per-wavelength throughput for fixed
number of wavelengths k and increasing the routing flexibility l, appears to
saturate at or near the per-wavelength throughput of a system using obliv-
ious routing with wavelength conversion over twice as many wavelengths.
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Figure 12.10 The probability of success Psucc for an 11 ¥ 11 torus network, for k varying
from 1 to 16.

Figure 12.11 The probability of success Psucc for a 26-node hypercube network, for k
varying from 1 to 16.
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In Figure 12.12, we plot the incremental throughput gain for the hyper-
cube network when Psucc = 0.8 and the number of wavelengths k ranges from
1 to 16, and the routing flexibility l ranges from 1 to 4 (i.e., we plot l(1, 1; k,
l) for k = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and l = 1, 2, 3, 4). As depicted in Figure 12.12, the
largest increase in incremental throughput gain occurs when the routing
flexibility increases from l = 1 to l = 2, regardless of the number of wave-
lengths. Furthermore, this gain obtained by increasing the routing flexibility
from l = 1 to l = 2, with fixed k, approaches the gain obtained by doubling
the number of wavelengths to 2k, with l = 1. For example, the incremental
throughput gain for k = 8 and l = 2 is within 3% of the incremental throughput
gain for k = 16 and l = 1.

The previous discussion leads to some interesting design options when
building an all-optical network. For instance, because the per-wavelength
throughput gain saturates quickly with increasing k, simply building a net-
work in which every node can translate between k wavelengths may not be
the most efficient option. Instead, it may be preferable to build a network in
which every node consists of k/n simpler switching elements operating in
parallel (each switching between a nonintersecting subset of n wavelengths)
that achieves performance comparable to that of the k-wavelength system
at a much lower cost. This suggests that a network designer may initially
choose to build the network with nodes that have a small number of parallel
channels, with n wavelengths per channel. As network traffic grows, the
designer may expand the nodes by adding more parallel channels. Better

Figure 12.12 The incremental throughput gain l(1, 1; k, l), for k = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and l
= 1, 2, 3, 4], for a 26-node hypercube network with Psucc = 0:8.
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yet, instead of increasing the number of channels per link at every network
node, the designer may focus on the routing algorithms and may choose to
increase the routing flexibility to obtain equivalent performance at no extra
hardware cost. For instance, the designer may simply increase the number
of outgoing links that may be tried at each hop. Observe, however, that the
routing flexibility is limited by the network topology and is also a function
of the switch architecture. Our results emphasize the need for network
designers to investigate the tradeoffs between wavelength conversion, rout-
ing flexibility, and hardware cost when designing future optical networks.

12.5 Conclusion
We presented an adaptive routing and wavelength assignment protocol, the
virtual circuit deflection (VCD) scheme, which is suitable for all-optical
regular networks with wavelength conversion and outperforms oblivious
routing schemes in the hypercube and torus topologies. We demonstrated
that for the topologies considered, the performance of a system using the
adaptive VCD scheme, with only one alternate link per hop, approaches that
of a system using oblivious routing with twice as many wavelengths per
link. We also presented performance results for the VCD protocol, focusing
mainly on the adaptivity VCD can exhibit and noticed that when link capac-
ity is large (i.e., more channels can simultaneously use the link and therefore
VCD adaptivity is enhanced), the efficiency of the VCD protocol increases
significantly. We also examined the effect of wavelength conversion in net-
work performance, considering the cases of no-wavelength conversion, of
limited-wavelength conversion and full-wavelength conversion and
observed that limited conversion to only one or two adjacent wavelengths
can provide a considerable fraction of the improvement that full-wavelength
conversion provides over no-wavelength conversion. These results clearly
emphasize the need for network designers to investigate the tradeoffs
between wavelength conversion, routing flexibility, and hardware cost when
designing future optical networks.
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